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Peak Day Pricing transition begins in
November
Your business will begin transitioning to a Peak Day
Pricing rate starting Nov. 1. Here's what you should
know to prepare your business, including details on
automatic risk-free Bill Protection.
Learn how to save

Your HVAC system can perform like
never before
PG&E's Commercial HVAC Quality Maintenance
Program will ensure your HVAC system runs at peak
performance. With regular, quality maintenance over the
course of three years, you can expect increased comfort
and improved air quality, as well as energy and cost
savings.
Learn more

Green vehicles for business: Seven
reasons why they're coming on strong
More and more California businesses are adding
alternative-fuel cars and trucks to their commercial ﬂeet
as part of a smart investment strategy.
Learn why

Reduce heat and glare with new "smart
window" technology
Is your energy bill sky high? One culprit could be the
wall of windows in your lobby or conference room. Selftinting windows offer a cool solution on hot summer
days.
Learn more

Is your business ready for an
earthquake?
Earthquakes can strike suddenly and without warning.
Prepare now to reduce your risk of injuries or property
damage, and to ensure that your business operations
are not disrupted. Make sure your employees know what
to do before, during and after an earthquake.
Get prepared
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